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Thriving in the Face of 

Change Requires Resilience



Hybrid Work Guide
for Business 
Decision-Makers
The way we work has changed more suddenly over the last two years than

perhaps at any other time in history. Already subject to trends driven by the

preferences of a new generation in the workforce, and enabled by emerging

technologies, world events pushed us into rapid adaptation.

• The U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics reported that 4.4 million 

Americans left their jobs in September of 2021.

• The 2022 Work Trend Index study found that 43 percent of 

employees considered leaving their company last year.

• Today’s workers are more likely to leave if they don’t feel comfortable 

with the way the company is working.

• Companies that don’t evolve to an efficient hybrid model will benefit 

from enhanced agility, talent, acquisition, and retention.

• The 2022 Microsoft Work Trend Index found that 52% of Gen Z 

employees say they are moving to a new location because they are 

able to work remote.

• 57% of remote employees are considering a shift to hybrid work.

• Employees that act quickly to remote work mode risk losing employees.

of remote employees are 

considering a shift to hybrid work

57%

of Gen Z employees say they’re 

moving to a new location because 

they’re able to work remotely

52%



Before hybrid, attendees who joined meetings remotely may not 

have done so on equal footing. Now we need to pause and create 

an environment that works for the team as a whole—as well as 

each individual employee, regardless of where they are working.

You may already be using Microsoft Teams to collaborate. 

Microsoft offers much more and now we’re trying to help 

companies redefine how they do business by offering and 

evolved end-to-end suite of tools and features aimed at 

meeting the needs of a hybrid workforce.



74%

43%

7.8%

• 74% of managers say they don’t have

the influence or resources to make

change for employees

• 43% of leaders say relationship-building

is the greatest challenge in hybrid and

remote work.

• Back at the office, Frost & Sullivan found

that out of the nearly 90 million meeting

rooms worldwide, only 7.8 percent are

video-enabled.

The Challenges of 
Transition to Hybrid

https://insights.frost.com/gl_pr_ict_fvalente_k5be_devicesmarket_mar21


Sustain

employee 

wellbeing and 

productivity

Connect people to drive 

culture, change, and 

communication

Enable rich device 

experiences for remote and 

onsite work scenarios

Meeting experiences to 

connect teams remotely 

and onsite

Simplify day-to-day 

work with apps and 

workflows

Manage and

secure any device

and user

Access desktops and 

applications from any 

device

How Microsoft Can Help You 

Enable Teamwork Anywhere



More Online 

Meetings Than Ever.

But How Productive 

Are They?



Develop a Framework for Hybrid Work

People

Hybrid work is a major shift for your 

organization, but also for each member of 

your team.

• Successful hybrid work starts with 

putting people first

• Consider needs both personally and 

professionally

• 82% of employees said they maintained 

the same or greater productivity while 

working remote

• Inclusive

• Flexible

• Supportive

Places

Hybrid work means creating productive, 

inclusive workspaces across the spectrum of 

locations where people do their jobs.

• To be successful, employees need to 

feel like they can move between home 

and office seamlessly

• Must be able to collaborate easily with 

others

• 66% of business decision makers are 

considering redesigning physical spaces 

to accommodate hybrid work

• Remote

• In-Office

• Understand Your Space

Processes

Focusing on ensuring employees have the right 

software and hardware tools to stay connected 

and productive is important, but organizational 

processes also play a key role in a successful 

hybrid work environment.

• Remote work can reduce workplace 

distractions but may come with personal 

factors

• Give employees the equipment they need

• Be aware of what they are sharing in their 

background in meetings and field of vision

• Define with clear agendas

• Making sure those in office and remote feel 

included:

• Join the meeting from your personal 

device so it feels collaborative 

During meetings:

• Make use of attendee’s 

time

• Keep inclusion in mind

• Keep meetings interactive

• Brainstorm in real-time

• Make co-presenting 

seamless

After meetings:

• End meetings strong with 

clear action items

• Keep everything in one 

place

• Continue the 

conversation



Before
• Collaborate on

documents and

presentations

• Review history and

context to prepare for

the meeting

During
• Chat with attendees

• Co-author documents in

Word, Excel, and

PowerPoint

• Contribute and share

with Microsoft

Whiteboard

After
• Review meeting notes and 

track assigned follow-ups

• Access meeting recordings 

and transcripts

• Schedule and manage 

ongoing meetings

Collaborate and stay focused before, 

during, and after the meeting



Microsoft offers several products that go beyond building better collaboration spaces

to help create the brains of smarter workplaces. Features of Workplace Analytics, Azure

Digital Twins, and Azure IoT all help you create more fluid, begin building the brains of

smart buildings of the future. Here’s how:

• Anonymous badge-in data (location data) maps building-level

occupancy over the course of a day, week, and month across all facilities.

• Workplace Analytics, part of Viva Insights

(activity data), can help you understand room

activity and usage patterns.

• Privacy-friendly sensors (usage data) detect objects and movement to

build data sets on space occupancy, and provide real-time insights on

how meeting rooms, focus zones, and common spaces are being used on

a day-to-day basis and how utilization patterns are changing over time.

You can correlate activity data with usage data to understand the optimal

balance between focus space and collaboration space



Moving to the Hybrid Future

Transitioning to hybrid work takes

strategic thinking about how your people, places,

and processes can create more

inclusive and productive collaboration.



250M
monthly
active users

181markets

53
languages 
supported

1B+

Monthly active users using ISV and custom 
app-built solutions on Teams grew nearly 10x 
since the start of 2020

monthly 1:1 calls

10x
Direct routing minutes 
since the start of 2020



Challenges of Secure 
Remote Work

Disjointed collaboration and file sharing

Online Meetings experience less than ideal

Difficult to collaborate with external parties

Concerns about security and manageability



Enabling remote work with Microsoft Teams
in small and mid-size businesses

Real-time 
Teamwork

Work together in one solution 

for real-time communications 

and collaboration.

Online Meetings 
from Anywhere

Host audio, video and web 

meetings with anyone within 

or outside your organization

External 
Collaboration

Engage with your

customers and suppliers to

chat, meet, call, and collaborate

all in one place

Security 

Teams Trust

Keep your information 

secure with enterprise-grade 

security, compliance and 

manageability



Teams Demo



Partner Opportunity for 
SMB Customers

Opportunity

$33.25
Additional $

/user/month

Current attach

$11.45
Expected $

/user/month

+21%
YoY change

Potential

$44.70
Total $

/user/month

Partners are investing in

teamwork as a way to provide

more value to customers,

become stickier, and differentiate

themselves.

Partners are finding success in selling 

advisory and adoption services with 

attach rates ranging from

20% to 80%

Managed services attach rates for the 

most advanced services to the more basic

support services range from

5% to 45%



Partner Revenue Opportunity Servicing Microsoft 365 in SMB
Microsoft 365 Business provides partners with a potential of $52 per user/month

of licensing, managed services and one-time project services revenues.

Partner Opportunity Attach % $ / USER/month1 Top Opportunities Key insights

1. Voice is becoming a much larger 

opportunity for non-specialized 

partners..

2. Partners are having more success 

including advisory and adoption 

services, with many partners 

mandating this be included in work

with a new client.

3. Teams and modern device 

management offer organizations the

opportunity to attach repeatable IP 

and managed services to

differentiate themselves and create

recurring revenue streams.

4. MSPs are moving into the SOC-

as-a-Service space to delivery 

more value to customers and 

make the relationships more 

strategic.

CSP transaction

Channel margin, rebates, and incentives 

that materially impact their P&L statements
$22

▪ CSP margin

▪ CSP incentives on new customers

and premium SKUs

Deployment

On-site execution, custom remediation & 

complex migration

$9

▪ Teams deployment and integration

▪ Security assessments, implementation

▪ On-prem to cloud workloads

Advisory And Adoption Services

Roadmap, end user training
$5

▪ Lite governance with IT organization

▪ Integrated voice and collaboration 

solutions in Teams

▪ Deliver end user training

Business Solutions

Custom code, Power Platform 

development, and system integration 

services

$7

▪ Integrating busines solutions into Teams

▪ Unify phone systems

▪ Power Platform for analytics and 

application development.

Managed Services

Manage users and environment on

behalf of customer

$11

▪ Threat monitoring and remediation 

evolving into SOC-as-a-Service

▪ Keep devices secure and current

▪ IT outsourcing (e.g. Helpdesk)

1. Partner revenue data is based on 2020 Microsoft 365 SMB TEI study by Forrester Research.



An Integrated Solution for SMBs

Cost per user/month

$22

E-mail and shared calendar: $4

Online meetings and chat: $15*

File storage and productivity 

apps $12**

Microsoft 365 Business Premium

$31

One Workspace

Quick Access to calls, files, chats, meetings

and apps in one single workspace

Lower Costs

Significant savings when compared 

to individual point solutions

Simplified IT Management

Streamlined setup &

management via a single IT

Admin Portal

* Zoom: $15 (Max. 100 users/meeting), $20 (300 users/meeting), M365 BB (incl. Teams): $5 (250 users max.)

** Gsuite: $12 (Unlimited storage), Dropbox $20 (Unlimited storage)



Target SMBs That Need Teamwork Tools and Services

Acquisition Upsell

Target Audience • On-premises customers ready for business-class email

• Non-Microsoft customers with business need for 

increased collaboration due to expanding 

remote/mobile workforce

• Exchange Online customers ready for an upsell

Customer 

Opportunity

• One out of every three SMBs still has not adopted cloud

services.1
• Millions of SMB customers on Exchange Online

Compelling Events • End of support for Windows 7 and Office 2010

• Exchange Online users seeking cloud-based 

collaboration

• Expanding remote/mobile workforce

• Shift to multi-generational workforce

• Defined need to streamline multiple teamwork tools that don’t

talk to each other

Conversation 

Starters

• Unsecured file sharing

• No collaboration tools or too many

• Version control issues

• Inefficient meetings, unnecessary travel time

• Version control issues

• Single sign on across multiple apps

GTM Tools
(see detail in next few slides)

• Acquire new customers with Teams CSP 6-month trial

• SMB Teamwork Workshop

• Sales & Marketing Play assets for acquisition

• Upsell with Teams CSP 6-month trial

• SMB Teamwork Workshop

• Sales & Marketing Play assets for upsell

1. Bredin, an SMB market research and content marketing agency.



Teams Essentials 
Sales and Technical 
Readiness Series –
Enabling Hybrid Work



Why should you get 

Microsoft Teams Essentials?



250M
monthly active 
users

181 markets

53
languages 
supported

1B+
monthly 1:1 calls

10x
direct routing minutes 
since the start of 2020

Monthly active users using ISV and custom 
app-built solutions on Teams grew nearly
10x since the start of 2020



Empowering the Future of Work

Hybrid Work is Inevitable

73%
of workers say they want flexible, remote 

work options.1

Staying Connected is Imperative

80%
of managers expect to have more flexible 

work-from-home policies post-pandemic.1

Work Environments Will Change

66%
of leaders say their company is considering 

redesigning office space for hybrid work.1

• As we move from an era of “remote 

everything” into a hybrid model, the 

future of work is being shaped before our

eyes.

• Designed to transform the way people 

work and interact with each other, with

collaboration firmly in mind, Microsoft

Teams is for everyone.

• Whether it’s chat, calls, or video, anyone

can engage at any time, bringing

everyone closer, securely.

1 Microsoft Work Trend Index Report

https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/worklab/work-trend-index


Introducing
Microsoft Teams 

Essentials

Microsoft Teams Essentials is a new subscription that 
gives you the best of Teams in an affordable package

Instant meetings | Chat and collaboration | Office and storage

Teams Essentials provides you with the ability to:

Meet your 

customers’ 

demand for better 

online meetings

Improve team 

productivity and 

collaboration with 

an affordable, 

solution

Grow your 

business with a 

full-featured 

platform



vv v

Meet, chat, and share video 

simply from everywhere.

Empower every person to feel 

seen, heard, and included in 

the conversation.

Connect Your Team

With shared documents and 

files always available, you

can create, share, and

exchange ideas whenever

you want and keep things

moving forward together.

Focus on What Matters

All the best apps and 

features your team needs at 

their fingertips—meetings, 

chat, calls, collaboration—

make everyone more 

focused and efficient.

Teams Essentials Unlocks New Possibilities While 
Using Your Existing Email and Productivity Apps

Stay connected to learn, create, and innovate together

Powerful, Instant Meetings



v v v

YES, users can keep their

existing email system and

leverage the rich Teams

Essentials client to join

meetings, chat, and collaborate.

YES, users can have a single 

calendar view. They should

be able to join Teams

meetings from either the 3rd

party calendar or Teams

calendar.

YES, users can view and

access meetings even if

mailboxes are hosted in

Exchange on- premises.

Here are step-by-step 

instructions how to do it: 
Configuring Teams calendar access

for Exchange on-premises

mailboxes
- Microsoft Tech Community

Can I use Microsoft 
Teams Essentials 
with my existing 
email system?

Will I have a single 
calendar view on 
Microsoft Teams 
Essentials for all 
my meetings?

Can I access
Teams Calendar
while Exchange is
on-premises?

Bring Your Favorite Apps and Experiences Together

https://techcommunity.microsoft.com/t5/exchange-team-blog/configuring-teams-calendar-access-for-exchange-on-premises/ba-p/1484009
https://techcommunity.microsoft.com/t5/exchange-team-blog/configuring-teams-calendar-access-for-exchange-on-premises/ba-p/1484009


Bring Your Favorite Apps 

and Experiences Together

More hybrid work means SMBs need integrated

tools to connect—anytime, anywhere, and on

any device. Many SMBs have found that:

Other meeting 

solutions lack 

features or are too 

expensive

They don’t have 

the time or budget 

to manage 

complex solutions

They don’t want to 

switch email 

providers or stop 

using perpetual 

Office



Key Use Cases

Using 

On-premises

Office

Using

On-

premises 

Exchange

Using Gmail or 

other Email 

Providers

Have Frontline 

Workers Who 

Don’t Need 

Desktop—

Installed Office

Small Businesses, 

Especially Those With Less Than 

25 Employees (Seat Limit Is 300)



Teams Essentials Appeals to New SMB Customer Segments

First Cloud Workload
Teams Essentials works 

seamlessly with on-premises or 

hosted Exchange and provides 

access to Office apps on the 

web so that perpetual Office 

customers can get Teams

in the cloud.

Standalone

Meetings and

Calling
Teams Essentials delivers a full 

Teams experience without 

deploying the full Microsoft 365 

suite, enabling customized 

targeted motions for Teams 

Phone System and

Calling Plans.

Frontline

Workers in SMB
Teams Essentials enables the 

right scenarios at the right 

price point for existing SMB 

customers to expand their 

coverage to all Frontline 

Workers.

ISV Solutions
Teams Essentials enables you 

to offer customized apps, 

integrations, and solutions to a 

large and growing SMB 

customer base.



What’s Different About Teams Essentials?

Teams Essentials

General
CSP net price ($/u/m)

$3.20 $4.80 $10.00 $17.60

ERP price ($/u/m) $4.00 $6.00 $12.50 $22.00

Seat cap 300 300 300 300

Unlimited chat ● ● ● ●

1:1 calls/meetings and screen sharing
Core Teams ● ● ● ●

Group meetings (3+ attendees) ● ● ● ●

Experience Group meeting participants 300 300 300 300

Meeting duration 30 hrs. 30 hrs. 30 hrs. 30 hrs.

3rd party Teams integrations ● ● ● ●

Office Web and Mobile Microsoft 365 Apps ● ● ● ●

Desktop Microsoft 365 Apps ● ●

File and document cloud storage (per user) 10 GB 1 TB 1 TB 1 TB

Productivity
Email 2GB 50GB 50GB 50GB

Yammer, Planner, Stream ● ● ●

Security
Advanced security (e.g., DLP, IP, CA) ●

Add-ons Ability to add-on offers like phone system ● ● ● ●

M365 Business Basic M365 Business Standard M365 Business Premium



vv v

Microsoft Essentials Helps Teams Accomplish More Together

Microsoft Teams transforms the way your 

people communicate. Connect your team.

Meet, chat, and share video 

simply from everywhere.

Empower every person to feel 

seen, heard, and included in 

the conversation.

Connect Your Team

With shared documents and 

files always available, you

can create, share, and

exchange ideas whenever

you want and keep things

moving forward together.

Focus on What Matters

All the best apps and 

features your team needs at 

their fingertips—meetings, 

chat, calls, collaboration—

make everyone more 

focused and efficient.

Powerful, Instant Meetings



Partner vs. Web-direct Offers

Partner Offer

Name: Microsoft Teams Essentials (AAD Identity)

Identity Provider: Azure Active Directory

• Partner version uses Azure Active Directory (AAD) as 

identity provider

• Provides same experience as Microsoft 365 sales

• Centralized administration

• Easy for partner to attach and upsell

• Third-party Teams integrations

• Includes Teams channels

Web-direct Offer

Name: Microsoft Teams Essentials

Identity provider: Microsoft Account

• Web-direct version uses Microsoft Account as identity provider

• Appropriate for self-service customers without a partner to

configure AAD

• It does not include Teams channels

Microsoft Teams Essentials was launched in December and is offered in two versions:

i) AAD: offered through a partner and it has an azure active directory structure.

ii) MSA: offered as a web direct offer through the Microsoft webpage. It does not have an azure active directory structure.



Comparing Microsoft Teams Essentials: AAD Identity versus MSA

Teams Essentials (AAD 

Identity)
Teams Essentials (via MSFT) Teams (free version)

Identity AAD MSA MSA

General Channel availability Partner only Web-direct only Web-direct only

ERP Price ($/u/m) $4.00 $4.00 Free

Seat cap 300 N/A N/A

Group meeting participants 300 300 100

Meeting duration 30 hrs. 30 hrs. 60 minutes

Unlimited chat, 1:1 calls/meetings and screen sharing ● ● ●

Core Teams Virtual backgrounds ● ● ●

experience Live closed captions ● ●

Guest access ● ● ●

Meeting recordings, transcripts and real-time translation ●

Breakout rooms and Whiteboard features ●

Web and Mobile Microsoft 365 Apps ● ● ●

File & document cloud storage (per user) 10 GB 10 GB 5 GB

Productivity Teams and Channels ●

apps & services
App Extensibility (250+ integrated apps & services) ●

Google calendar sync ●

Exchange email hosting with customer email domain address
Security & 2 GB

compliance Microsoft Teams data encryption at rest and in transit ● ● ●

Single sign-on to all services
Administration ●

& support Centralized management: tools for managing users, apps, settings & policies ●

Add-ons
Migrate existing data & users to Microsoft 365 ●

Ability to add-on services: Audio Conferencing, Teams Phone & Teams Rooms ●



Customer Pitch



A Comprehensive Communications and Collaboration Solution

Microsoft Teams

Powerful, 

Instant Meetings

Connect 

Your Team

Focus On 

What Matters



Accomplish more together

Information workers using 

Microsoft Teams save an 

average of 4 hours per 

week through improved 

collaboration and 

information sharing.

A Teams Moment
“A training session was given flawlessly by two instructors 

from two different locations, using the same slide deck 

presented on-screen. The training was highly effective 

and efficient, much more so than an in-person class.”

Connect Your 

Team

Everyone can fully participate from anywhere



Microsoft Teams

Bring your favorite apps and experiences all together

With Microsoft Teams helping 

reduce app switching, users 

save an average of

15-25 minutes per day.

A Teams Moment
"Teams gave us the ability to integrate with other Microsoft products 

we use so users can create teams, share files, and collaborate all 

within the systems we already use."

Focus On 

What Matters

Stay in the flow of work



Work Better With 
the Tools You 
Already Know
A collaborative app is a solution

integrated or built into Teams to

help your team connect more,

automate processes, and easily

work from anywhere.

Meet

Chat

Call

Collaborate

Integrate



Connect Natively to Hundreds of Popular Apps Out of the Box



Microsoft Teams

Qualifying

Questions

1. Do you want to improve your meetings and collaboration but are

constrained by your budget?

2. Do you put off buying a better meeting solution because it seems

like they’re too complex to manage?

3. Do you use multiple applications to meet communication and

collaboration needs?

4. Do your teams sometimes struggle with your current

meeting and collaboration tools?

5. Would you like to reduce the number of apps you use?

6. Do you want every employee to have their own meetings account,

so they don’t have to worry about sharing?

7. Would you benefit from centralizing how you manage users,

devices, and security settings?

8. Are you concerned about sensitive data being lost because files

get shared via email?

9. Do you have frontline workers who need to participate in

meetings and collaboration but don’t need traditional desktop-

installed Office apps?



“Microsoft Teams has given 

all4cloud a uniform platform for 

internal and external 

communication. Not only does 

this massively streamline its 

processes, it also fits the 

company’s mobile work 

approach perfectly.”

-Oliver Falz, Account Manager, 

Deutsche Telekom AG

Challenge

Juggling multiple 

inadequate 

communication 

solutions and the sunset 

of Skype as a business 

communication tool, 

all4cloud was losing 

agility to create a 

seamless 

communication 

experience.

Solution

Microsoft Teams 

enabled three 

previously independent 

channels to merge into 

a single platform that 

facilitates telephony, 

presentations, and 

video conferences in 

one. More stable 

telephony, good data 

and image quality, and 

a central and reliable 

platform.

Impact

Alternative means of 

mobile communication 

have been rendered 

largely unnecessary at 

all4cloud.

Coordinating projects 

with the customers has 

also been much more 

straightforward since 

the switch.

Streamlining Communication 
Under One Solution—all4cloud



“Teams has been an extremely 

helpful tool for us to amplify 

our customer service. 

Customers know they have 

support from our team forever, 

no matter where they are.”

-Daryl Rogers, Customer Service, 

Priority Bicycles

Challenge

Employees at Priority 

Bicycles had built a 

close-knit culture 

around their New York 

City showroom, where 

the majority of team 

members work and 

where customers are 

invited to try out any of 

the brand’s 15 bicycle 

models. Covid wiped 

out that facet of their 

business and orders 

dropped to zero, 

overnight.

Solution

Priority Bicycles 

launched virtual visits 

in Teams in a matter of 

hours, inviting 

customers to book a 

time slot for a one-on-

one session with a bike 

expert in the New York 

showroom.

Impact

Priority Bicycles used 

Teams to increase its 

reach and open up its 

business to customers 

from around the world. 

Customer base has 

grown international 

with the use of Teams 

to not only sell but 

offer firsthand support 

and repair.

Transforming the Frontline Retail 
Experience—Priority Bicycles



“Thanks to Microsoft Teams,

our dance studio is prepared

for whatever the future may

hold: we can now offer hybrid

classes on a permanent basis.

And that also opens up

completely new artistic

possibilities and formats.”

-Stephanie Schlund,

Owner, Skyline Tanzstudio

Challenge

When COVID closed

her dance studio, 

options to communicate

and teach remote were

limited. They couldn’t

find a suitable platform.

However, due to the 

sheer amount of people

using the services, most

couldn’t offer the level of 

quality needed for

teaching.

Solution

Using Teams, they had

the features needed to

reach their large studio

and expanded training

hours. Every course 

has its own Teams

channel where

schedules are sent or 

videos shared for

feedback.

Accessibility has

increased for the studio.

Impact

The four-year-old

students now know

how to unmute 

themselves if they

have a question.

Teams is bringing the

dance groups closer 

together, even if they

can’t be in one place in

person. And business

continues to grow.

Dance and Teams Give New Life to 
Art—Skyline Tanzstudio



Microsoft Teams 
Essentials Technical
Setup – Use cases



Teams 
Essentials 
(AAD)
Three common 
use cases

Adding Teams AAD with existing email & calendar with

business domain (Google Workspace)

Adding Teams AAD with existing email & calendar with

consumer email (with or without business domain)

Adding Teams AAD with existing email

& calendar with exchange on-prem

01

02

03

For more info, please check Teams 

Essentials AAD Technical guide



Adding Teams AAD
with existing email
& calendar with
business domain 
(Google Workspace)

AAd tenant: contoso.com

EXO: contost.com (Internal Relay)

Gmail dual delivery to 

EXO strip attachments

EXO dual delivery 

to Gmail

Brian Johnson (Customer) 

BrianJ@tailspin.com

Johanna Lorenz

Gmail: JohannaL@contoso.com

Teams: JohannaL@contoso.com

Megan Bowen

Gmail: Meganb@contoso.com

Teams: Meganb@contoso.com

DNS: contoso.com

MX: aspmx.l.google.com

SPF: “v=spf1 include:_spf.google.com include:spf.protection.outlook.com –all” DKIM:

Both Google & Microsoft signing

DMARC: p=quarantine

01

For more info, please check Teams 

Essentials AAD Technical guide

Assume the customer has an 
existing email system with 
calendar, such as Google 
Workspace, and does

not currently intend to switch 

to Microsoft 365.

The customer wants to add 

Teams for online meetings and 

collaboration.

mailto:BrianJ@tailspin.com
mailto:JohannaL@contoso.com
mailto:JohannaL@contoso.com
mailto:Meganb@contoso.com
mailto:Meganb@contoso.com


Existing Email

Leave the current email system intact, 

forwarding all email to Exchange Online, 

and then filtering everything except emails 

of the calendaring type.

Non-calendaring type emails are deleted, 

and calendaring emails are automatically 

accepted as tentative, so they appear in the 

Teams calendar.

Calendar

Forward all email generated in M365 to the 3rd party system 

so that users get Teams reminders and notifications.

The user identity, for example, the user’s primary email, can 

be duplicated. Single sign-on of user identity is also possible, 

but not required.

Users should be able to join Teams meetings from either the 

3rd party calendar or Teams calendar. Other Teams features 

such as Chat and Collaboration should work as expected.

Adding Teams AAD with existing email & calendar with 
business domain (Google Workspace)
How to do it?

For more info, please check Teams Essentials AAD Technical guide

01



Adding Teams AAD with existing email & calendar with 
consumer email (with or without business domain)
How to do it?

With Consumer Email

Assume the customer has a consumer or 

business email with calendar, such as 

Google, and does not currently intend to 

switch to Microsoft 365.

The customer wants to add Teams for

online meetings and collaboration.

Without Consumer Email

Configure a consumer Gmail 

account and primarily rely on 

the Teams GSuite Add On.

To ensure mail generated in 

M365 and Teams arrives

in Gmail, we will have Gmail pull 

email from Exchange Online.

Security defaults may need to 

be disabled to accomplish this, 

which makes using a strong 

unique password.

A custom domain is not required 

for this scenario; however, if the 

customer wants to use one, it 

may be configured in M365 and 

used in Gmail.

For more info, please check Teams Essentials AAD Technical guide
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Adding Teams AAD 

With Existing Email 

& Calendar With 

Exchange On-Prem

Teams Essentials –

Common Use Cases

To make calendar access work for your on-prem 

mailboxes, Teams needs access to Exchange on-

prem organization for both Autodiscover and EWS.

Autodiscover and EWS URLs should be available from

the Internet. Pre-Auth is not supported.

OAUTH authentication should be configured and

working between you O365 tenant and Exchange on-prem

For step-by-step guide, follow steps at:

Configuring Teams calendar access for Exchange

on- premises mailboxes - Microsoft Tech Community

For more info, please check Teams 

Essentials AAD Technical guide
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https://techcommunity.microsoft.com/t5/exchange-team-blog/configuring-teams-calendar-access-for-exchange-on-premises/ba-p/1484009


https://learning.eventbuilder.com/event/53018


Thank You!
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